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1 Introduction.

Let � be an immersion of a surface M into R3, H the mean curvature vector
on �[M], *1 the area 2-form induced by �, and de�ne the total mean curvature
functional W by

W [�] =
Z
M
jHj2 � 1(1)

Given a M�obius strip M isometric to a �xed rectangle R, characterize the
f lat (Gauss curvature K = 0) immersion � :M ! R3 which minimizes W.

The physical analog for this problem is to characterize the half-twisted
coil of paper (M�obius strip) which has least bending energy. This problem
di�ers from the classical Willmore problem in three respects: (i) M has a
boundary, (ii) M is non-orientable, and (iii) M should be f lat. There are
actually two parts to this problem. One is the existence and regularity of a
minimizer which is the main subject of this note.

Theorem 1.1

The in�mum of W is achieved by a smooth M�obius strip.

�xinwei@gauss.stanford.edu
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The more interesting part is to �nd a geometric characterization of the
minimizer.

(i) requires some extension of a few estimates in [Simon]. Certain methods
from L. Simon's existence proof [Simon] may be applied to this problem.
The existence theory seems to be insensitive to orientation so (ii) should be
important only to rule out a cylinder. The f latness condition (iii) makes
it diÆcult to apply variational arguments which assume unconstrained 1-
parameter families of surfaces.1

In section 1 we discuss the geometry of M�obius strips, in section 2 we dis-
cuss the measure-theoretic limit, in section 3 we study regularity of the limit.
In section 4 we take a di�erent tack and set up a classical variational prob-
lem on closed curves in R3. In the last section we present some experimental
�ndings using a generalized Hamilton-Jacobi level-set evolution scheme.

2 Geometry of f lat M�obius strips.

For a �xed L > 0; b > 0 de�ne coordinates (u,v) on the rectangle R = [0,L]
x [-b, b]. Let � : R ! R3 be an isometric immersion of the rectangle onto
a f lat surface M . Note that the curve �(u) � �(u; 0) is a geodesic in M .
We call � the spine of the M�obius strip. Flat surfaces are unions of ruled
surfaces 2 , so we may alternatively parametrize �[R] by the map

~�(s; t) = �(s) + t�(s)(2)

where s 2 [0; L] is the arclength parameter of �, �(s) is the unit ruling
vector, and t 2 [ �b

sin(s);
b

sin(s)] is the coordinate along a ruling which passes

through the point �(s). �(s) can be thought of as the 0-eigenvector of the
second fundamental form at ~�(s; t). We will call (s,t) coordinates foliation
coordinates.

Let � and � denote the curvature and torsion of �, and let fT;N;Bg be
the Frenet frame along �. Note that, since � is a geodesic, N is parallel to

1However, by a general theorem on integral systems of pde's, if the boundary is allowed
to vary freely, any f lat surface can be embedded in a 1-parameter family of f lat surfaces.
[L. Hsu, personal communication]

2Discussions of the geometry of f lat ruled surfaces can be found in [Spivak5], [Klingen-
berg]. expand later
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�; the unit normal to M . Indeed we can choose N � � along the spine. For
a M�obius strip, the boundary conditions are

(
�(0) = �(L)
�(0) = ��(L):(3)

Note that along a ruling, the tangent plane is constant.
Also, there exists an s0 2 [0; L] such that N(s0) = �N(s0 + L), the

curvature � vanishes, otherwise we could extend N along the rulings to a
global continuous unit normal �eld on M . We may without loss of generality
choose s0 = 0: Let �(s) be the angle between �(s) and the tangent vector to
_�(s). Each ruling must be the image of a straight line segment in R, since �
is an isometry. It follows that there is constant �(b; L) > 0 such that

8s; j�
2
� �(s)j � �:(4)

This simple inequality is useful because it does not depend on the immer-
sion.

(u,v) and (s,t) are related by the following coordinate transformation:

(
v = t sin(�);

u = s+ t cos(�)
(5)

and the area form

�1 = dudv = sin(�)(1 � �t)dsdt(6)

where � =
_�

sin(�) : (Throughout this note, _� @
@s
:) Note that along the spine

t = 0 and u � s: From nondegeneracy of the metric it follows that _� < sin(�)
t
:

The Gauss and the mean curvatures are given respectively by

K = det(A); H =
1

2
trace(A)(7)

where A is the second fundamental form. In matrix form,

A = G�1B(8)

where G = the metric gij , Bij =
1p
G
< �; �;ij >, and �;ij = the second

partials of �:
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Along a ruling, i.e. for a �xed s, the mean curvature function H = jHj
satis�es

H =
H0

1� �t

where H0 is the mean curvature at �(s): By the Euler formula,

H0 =
�

sin2(�)
:

Lemma 2.1

Let ~� be a M�obius strip parametrized as in (2). Then ~� is f lat i�

< T; �; _� >� 0;(9)

i.e. T; �; _� are coplanar for 8s.

Proof. The proof is a calculation from the parametrization of the mobius
strip ((2)) and the de�nitions ((7)) and ((8)).

Representing the normal � as � =
_�^�
l
; where l � k _� ^ �k; we have the

second fundamental form

A =
1

l
G�1

"
< �; �ss > < �; �st >
< �; �ts > < �; �tt >

#
=

1

l
G�1

"
< ( _� + t _�) ^ �; �� + t�� > < ( _� + t _� ^ �; _� >

< ( _� + t _� ^ �; _� > 0

#

(10)
so the Gauss curvature is given by

K = � 1

gl2
< ( _� + t _�) ^ �; _� >2(11)

= � 1

gl2
< _� ^ �; _� >2 :(12)

where g � detG Thus the developable surface is at i�

< _�; � ^ _� >�< T; �; _� >� 0:
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Lemma 2.2 Let ~� be a f lat M�obius strip. Then

(i) < B; � >= sin(�); and

(ii) �
�
= tan(�); and

(iii) k _�k = k _�k; and
(iv) k _�k2 = (�2 + � 2):

Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 2.1, the fact that � ? N:
Di�erentiating

� = cos(�)T + sin(�)B

we obtain

_� = � _� sin(�)T + _� cos(�)B + (� cos(�)� � sin(�))N:

By Lemma 2.1, < _�;N >= (� cos(�) � � sin(�)) = 0, which implies (ii),
and, by taking norms, we get (iii).

Since atness impliesN � �; as functions of s; (iv) follows from the Frenet
equations.

The Willmore functional W [�] can be rewritten

W [�] =
Z
M
jHj2 � 1

=
Z
M
j H0

1� �t
j2 � 1

=
Z
M
j �

sin2(�)(1� �t)
j2 � 1:

By a change of variable to (s,v) coordinates, t = v
sin(�) using ((5)), we

obtain

Z �2

sin3(�)
(

1

1 � �t
) dtds =

Z L

0

Z b

�b
�2

sin4(�)
(

1

1 � v
) dvds
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where  =
_�

sin2(�)
.

W [�] =
Z L

0

�2

 sin4(�)
ln(

1 + b

1� b
)ds =

Z L

0

�2

_� sin2(�)
ln(

1 + b

1� b
)ds(13)

The non-negativity of the integrand requires that _� satisfy:

0 � b _�

sin2(�)
< 1:

Alternatively, using the fact that �
�
= tan(�); (Lemma 2.2), we can write

W [�] as

W [�] =
Z L

0

(�2 + � 2)2

�2
ln(

1 + b

1 � b
)ds;(14)

which expresses the total curvature in terms of the geometry of the spine,
the angle the ruling makes with respect to that curve, and its derivative _�:
This will be useful in comparing the total oscillation of the normal with the
total curvature over a subset of a M�obius strip lying between two rulings.

3 Existence.

We take a minimizing sequence of f lat M�obius strips Mk = �k[R], each iso-
metric to the �xed rectangle R. Assume that the images all contain a �xed
point p 2 R3:Wemay consider these surfaces in the space of integer multiplic-
ity recti�able varifolds, i.e. Radon measures associated with functionals on
the space of two-forms 
2R3; with compact support. 3 The general compact-
ness theorem for recti�able varifolds implies a measure-theoretic limit since
the strips all have the same area, and their boundaries have �xed length.
First we describe our setting.

Let U be an open set in Rn (for our purposes, n = 3). Let Rm de-
note the space of recti�able m-varifolds, that is Hm-measurable subsets with
associated Hm-measurable density functions �.

3We cannot appeal to the classical theorem that a group of isometries of a connected,
locally compact metric space M is locally compact [Theorem 4.7, Kobayashi I, p. 46],
because we do not have self maps of a �xed metric space.
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De�ne the norm of an m-varifold T by

kTk = supf�T [V ] + kÆTk[V ] : V �� Rng:
A varifold T has locally bounded �rst variation if kÆTk < 1: The total
variation measure of T , kÆTk; is de�ned in [Simon2, p. 234]. explicate later.
These are the natural generalizations of unoriented surfaces with �nite area
and perimeter for which one obtains a compactness theorem.

We state a compactness theorem for recti�able varifolds without proof:

Theorem 3.1 (Simon2, p. 247.)

Let fTig be a sequence of integer multiplicity recti�able varifolds such that
kTk(V ) <18V �� U: Assume that the associated densities � 1:

Then there is a subsequence Ti0 and a recti�able varifold T with locally
bounded �rst variation such that Ti0 ! T as Radon measures, T has
density � 1�V � a:e:; and

kÆTk(V ) � lim inf
i!1

kÆTik(V );8V �� U:

Proof. We refer the reader to [Simon2] for a description of the proof.4

From this we can obtain the following

Proposition 3.2

Let Mk be a W -minimizing sequence of at M�obius strips. Then

lim inf
k!1

(Mk) = M1 2 
2(R
3)�

as varifolds.5 Moreover, Mk !M1 in Hausdor� distance.

4It would be interesting but not necessary, I believe, to prove a boundary version of the
diameter{area{F estimates contained in Simon's lemma 1 to establish the existence of a
measure-theoretic W -minimizing limit for surfaces with boundary. We will study exactly
where the hypothesis @M = � is used in Lemmas 1 and 3, and try to extend them to
surfaces with boundary. We will examine the boundary term which appears in the �rst
variation identity: For 
 �Mm(� Rm+1); and X 2 �TRm+1;Z



divMX = �

Z


< X;H > �

Z
@


< X; � >

where � is the unit inner conormal to the boundary @
:
5We would like to prove that M1 has unit density, as well.
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Proof. deferred.

The existence of the varifold limit follows directly from the varifold com-
pactness since the Mk all have identical �nite area and boundary measures.
We argue that (1) the limit has a generalized tangent plane a.e. and there-
foreM1 is recti�able, (2) Mk !M1 in Hausdor� distance, and (3) the limit
M1 is ruled, where each ruling is a limit of lines in Mk: (See the discussion
in section 2.)

We �rst show that the minimizing surfaces approach a limit set as point
sequences in R3:

Lemma 3.3

Let pk 2 Mk where Mk is a W -minimizing sequence of connected surfaces
converging to a surface M1 as varifolds. Then pk ! p 2M1:

Proof. Assume that the pk ! p where p =2M1: We will use the monotonic-
ity theorem to show that limk!1W (Mk) = 1: The argument is essentially
identical to [Simon, Toro]. We can use the monotonicity theorem to prove a
local lower bound of the form:

(�)density +
Z
H2 � �:

The idea is to apply (*) to �nite disjoint unions of patches on the Mk;
near the pk let k !1; and contradict

W (M1) <1:

The divergence theorem states that, for a vector �eld X on a surface M;
and an open set 
 �M;Z



divM(X) =

Z


< X;H >(15)

Let � and � be �xed constants � > � > 0; let y 2 
 and let r(x) = jx�yj
be the distance function in R3:

Choosing

X(x) =

 
1

�2
� 1

r2�

!
+

(x� y)
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where u+ � max(u; 0); we derive the following consequence [Lemma (())]
of the monotonicity identity:

�
1 +

�

4

� j� \B�(�)j
�2

!
+
�
1

4�
+

1

16

�Z
�\B�(�)

kH�k2dH2

�(16)  
1 � �

4

! j� \B�(�)j
�2

!
+

 �1
4�

+
1

16

!Z
�\B�(�)

kH�k2dH2

where � < � and �; � > 0:
If Mk does not converge to M in Hausdor� distance then there exists a

� such that B2�(p) \ @M = �: Assume that k is suÆciently large so that
jpk � pj < �:

Figure 1.
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Fix an integer N and choose r so that Nr = �: Since Mk is connected,
there is a point �i 2 Mk in each shell Bir(pk) n B(i�1)r(pk) with Br=4(�i) �
Bir(pk) nB(i�1)r(pk):

Figure 2.
We estimate W over the topological disks Mk \ Br=4(�i): We apply the

monotonicity inequality ((16)) with Br=4(�i) on the left hand side, and let
�! 0 to obtain a lower bound on W [Br=4(�i) \Mk] :

�
1 +

�

4

� jBr=4(�i) \Mkj
( r4)

2
+
�
1

4�
+

1

16

�Z
Br=4(�i)\Mk

kHM k2dH2 � �:(17)

Consider the disjoint union A � SN
i=1Br=4(�i); A � B�(�k) � B2�(�):

((17)) implies that

N� �
�
1 +

�

4

� jA \Mkj
( r4)

2
+
�
1

4�
+

1

16

�Z
A\Mk

kHM k2dH2(18)
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and

�
�
1 +

�

4

� jB2�(�) \Mkj
( r
4
)2

+
�
1

4�
+

1

16

�Z
B2�(�)\Mk

kHM k2dH2(19)

By our hypothesis
lim
k!1

jB2�(p) \Mkj = 0

so, choosing � = 4; we obtain

lim inf
k!1

Z
B2�(p)\Mk

kHM k2dH2 � 8N�

Since N was arbitrary, we have

lim inf
k!1

Z
B2�(�)\Mk

kHM k2dH2 =1

which contradicts the fact that Mk is a minimizing sequence.

De�nition 3.4 For a surface � and a ball B�(x); de�ne ��(x) � �\B�(x):
For simplicity, we will often drop the center x.

Lemma 3.5

M1 is a union of lines (up to a set of measure zero).

Proof. (Sketch) For almost every p 2 M1; there is a sequence of pk 2 Mk

which converges to p in R3: Otherwise, there would exist a ball B�(p) where
(M1)� \Mk = ; for all suÆciently large k: Let � be the (C0 approximation
to the) characteristic function on B�(p): On one hand,

lim
Z
Mk

� = lim
Z
B�(p)\Mk

� = 0

but Z
M
� > 0

which contradicts the fact that Mk ! M1 as varifolds. Consider the as-
sociated line segments Lk � Mk, Lk 3 p: Observe that jLkj � 2b and that
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for suÆciently large k, there is some R � b > 0 such that Lk � BR(p): By
compactness, a subsequence Lk0 converges to L1; a line segment of length
� 2b containing p: Moreover, each point on L1 is in M1 since M1 contains
the accumulation points of sequences fqkg 2 Lk �Mk:

Let R be the �xed domain rectangle. For an interval I � [0; L] and an
immersion � de�ne RfI;�g � R by

RfI;�g � fp 2 R : ruling through pmeets I � f0gg;

RfI;�g � f(s; t) : s 2 Ig;
in foliation coordinates. We'll abbreviate RfI;�g as RI when the immersion
is understood from context.

From equation (14), we de�ne a restriction of the total mean curvature

W [I] �
Z
RI

H2 � 1 =
Z
I

(�2 + � 2)2

�2
1


ln(

1 + b

1� b
)ds(20)

we note that it should be possible to estimate the total oscillation of the
normal.

In view of Lemma 2.2, de�ne u by

u � k _�k2 = �2 + � 2:(21)

Lemma 3.6

R
I k _�k2ds � CW [I]; and

R
I �

2ds � CW [I]; where C is independent of I as well as the immersion �.

Proof.
Note that Z

I
k _�k2ds �

Z
I
uds � (

Z
I
(
u

�
)2ds)

1

2 (
Z
I
�2ds)

1

2(22)

by the Schwarz inequality.
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De�ne

P (; b) � 1


ln(

1 + b

1� b
):(23)

Notice that P (; b) � 2b: Then

W [I] =
R
I

u2

�2
P (; b)ds

� 2b
R
I

u2

�2
ds

� 2b
R
I �

2(1 + �2)ds
� 2b

R
I �

2ds:

(24)

where � � �
�
:6 Then we can bound both factors in the right hand side of

((24)) by ((26)):

R
I uds � ( 1p

2b
W [I]

1

2 )2

= 1
2bW [I]:

(25)

Theorem 3.7

Let �k be a minimizing sequence of M�obius strip immersions. Let �; 0 <
� <1 be a constant such that

lim inf
k!1

W [�k] � �:

Then there is a subsequence f�k0g which converges uniformly on (com-
pact subsets of) R; and the associated frames fTk0; Nk0; Bk0g converge
uniformly on R as well.

Proof. The proof depends on lemma((3.3)). Without loss of generality we
may assume that 8k;W [�k] � �: By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, it suÆces to
prove that the sequences of maps f�k : R ! R3g; f�k : [0; L] ! S2g and
fTk � _�k : [0; L]! S2g are equi-continuous and bounded.

6� � �
�
may be considered as a measure of the planarity of � [Altschuler]. We remark

that even if � vanishes at a point in I; the �rst integral on the right hand side of ((24)) is
�nite since u

�
� �(1 + �): And by ((4)), since we have a sequence of isometric images of a

�xed rectangle, 9C independent of the immersion such that � � C:
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Since we posit that the isometries f�kg must all contain a �xed point
p 2 R3 in their image, �k(R) � Bd=2(p) where d = diameter(R): For all
x; y 2 R;

distR3(�k(x); �k(y)) � dist�k
(�k(x); �k(y))

� distR(x; y);

since 8k; �k is an isometry. It follows that there is a subsequence �k0 which
converges uniformly on R:

The frames are automatically bounded as maps R! SO(3):
For arbitrary x 2 R; let x� denote the intersection of the ruling which

contains x and the centerline [0; L] � f0g of R: By atness, the normal is
constant along a ruling, so

k�k(x)� �k(y)k � k�k(x�)� �k(y
�)k

but

k�k(x�)� �k(y
�)k �

Z v

u
k _�kkds

� ju� vj 12 (
Z v

u
k _�kk2ds) 12

by the Schwarz inequality, where x� = (u; 0) and y� = (v; 0) in (u; t)
coordinates; letting I = [u; v],

� 1

2b
ju� vj1=2(Wk[I])

1=2 � 1

2b
ju� vj1=2p�(26)

by Lemma ((3.3)) and the hypothesis, so

k�k(x)� �k(y)k � 1

2b

p
�ju� vj 12 :

Similarly,

kTk(x)� Tk(y)k � k _�k(x)� _�k(y)k

� k
Z v

u
��k(s)dsk
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� jx� yj 12 (
Z v

u
k��k(s)k2ds) 12

� (
Z v

u
�2)

1

2 jx� yj 12

� 1

2b
jx� yj 12 (W [�k])

1

2 :

so

kTk(x)� Tk(y)k � 1

2b
jx� yj1=2p�;

again by Lemma ((3.3)).
It follows that Bk0 � Tk0 ^Nk0 is uniformly convergent as well.
By taking a common subsequence one obtains the theorem.

4 Regularity.

First, we summarize the relevant arguments in L. Simon's paper.
To show that the limit measure is actually a smooth embedded surface,

one must �rst show that the oscillation of the normals to the minimizing
sequence of surfaces is uniformly equibounded. Then by the Ascoli theo-
rem applied to a family of local graphs topologized by Hausdor� distance +
integral of the oscillation, one can prove that the limit measure is actually
the restriction of two-dimensional Hausdor� measure to a smooth surface.
[Simon, p. 203]

After deriving local graph representations of the minimizing surfaces in-
side balls where the total curvature F is uniformly small in a sense made more
precise in Lemma 4.1 below, Simon obtains such an estimate by applying the
Poincar�e inequality for functions v 2 C1

0(U;R
n); U � R2, with mean value 0:

kvk2 � (
jU j
!2

)
1

2kDvk2(27)

where jU j = area of domain U , and !2 = area of the unit 2-disc.
Suppose a surface is represented locally as a graph of u. We can estimate

the oscillation of the normals over a domain U by integrating the gradient
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Du� < Du >, where < Du > denotes the average value of Du. We apply
the Poincar�e inequality to Du� < Du >. The right hand side then contains
D2u, which we control by our assumption on locally small jAj2. We need an
integral estimate on jAj2 which is good for all suÆciently large k.

Thus, a key component of Simon's argument can be summarized in the
following estimate:

Lemma 4.1

Let Br(z) be a ball of radius r > 0, center z. Let z be a point in R3 (We'll
take z in the support M1 of the limit measure, minus bad points where
curvature decays too slowly as r! 0). De�ne

F [r; z; k] =
Z
U
jAj2

where

A = second fundamental form on k-th surface, and U = T:Mk \Br(z),
where T:Mk is the approximating tangent plane to the k � th surface.

De�ne

F [r; z] = lim inf
k!1

F [r; z; k]:

Restrict our attention to a small ball Br(z) such that total curvature
F [r; z; k] is small for in�nitely many k. For a �xed � > 0 if

F [r; z] < �

then for "all" sub-balls, we have the following inequality

F [
r0
2
; z0] � cF [r0; z0](28)

where c is independent of r,z.7

7We use F to distinguish Simon's integral which di�ers from our W by a factor of 4.
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The proof of this lemma requires local replacement by graphs of bihar-
monic functions. Since biharmonic functions minimize the integral of jD2uj2,
such replacements don't increase total jAj2 too much.

We turn to our case of a M�obius strip. Biharmonic replacements may not
be used in the same way because they minimize jD2uj2 among all competitors,
not just Gauss-f lat graphs. Among other simpli�cations, we hope to avoid
biharmonic replacement and prove more directly a version of ((2.2)). Better
still, we could try to obtain directly, a uniform bound on oscillation of the
normals which is independent of k, which would enable us to derive regularity
of the limit. Unfortunately, it seems that the inequalities in the proof of
Lemma ((3.4)) are not suÆciently strong. We must �rst exclude a set of
bad points where the curvature density accumulates in the sense de�ned by
Simon:

De�nition 4.2 Fix � > 0: Let x be a point in R3 and let Br(x) be a ball of
radius r centered at x: x is an ��bad point with respect to the minimizing
sequence Mk if

lim inf
�#0

lim inf
k!1

Z
Br(x)\Mk

jHj2 � 1 � �

Colloquially, we will simply call such points x bad points.8

Lemma 4.3

For each � > 0; there are a �nite number of ��bad points for a minimizing
sequence Mk:

Proof. Take a �nite number of bad points, say x1:::xN: Consider

W [Mk \
[

i=1:::N

Br(xi)]:

For r < 1
2minfdist(xi; xj)g; the balls are disjoint, so

W [Mk \
[

i=1:::N

Br(xi)] =
NX
i=1

W [Mk \Br(xi)]

8Note that an �-bad point is an �-bad point for all � < �: Intuitively, in the neighborhood
of such a point, the tangent planes of the surfaces Mk tend to rotate at a rate bounded
below as k!1:
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� N�;

for suÆciently large k; by the de�nition of bad point. On the other hand,
since we have a minimizing sequence, we may assume that there is an � <1
such that W [Mk] � � for suÆciently large k; which implies that

N � �=�

Corollary 4.4 There are no bad points in the interior of M1:

Proof. (Sketch) (We should modify the de�nition of bad point to ruled
I�neighborhoods.) Suppose x 2 M1 is a bad point. Since M1 is ruled, x
lies on a line segment. Consider approximating sequence fxk; xikg ! fx; �g:
On each ruling in Mk; the mean curvature Hk is monotone. We claim that if
x is in the interior, then every point "upstream" is also a bad point, which
contradicts the Lemma.

Whereas Simon works in neighborhoods of points in the target space
(R3), we can work in neighborhoods in the domain rectangle because we
have a �xed domain, eg. in (s,v) coordinates, for this family of isometric
embeddings. To obtain an estimate like ((22)), given the constraintW [I] < �,
we must be able to choose � suÆciently small to eliminate wrinkles for all
suÆciently large k, aside from a �nite set of bad points in R3:

More precisely,

Lemma 4.5 For a �xed at immersion �; let W (I) be the local integral
mean curvature de�ned by ((15)). Let �(s) be the normal to the surface
at the point (s,0). Then

oscI� � sup
s0 ;s12I

j�(s1)� �(s0)j � CW (I):(29)

where C is independent of �.

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma ((3.4)) and the proof of Theorem
((3.5)).
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We claim that each Mk may be replaced, if necessary, by an isometric
M�obius strip with local oscillation of the normal bounded independent of k.
This follows from comparing W (I; �) with

R
I �

2 ds; the squared curvature of
the spine [Langer-Singer, Bryant], and from proving that one can always solve
the following problem: Given a constant C > 0, a curve � parametrized by
arclength s, � : [0; L] ! R3 with

R
I �

2 ds < C, and given a continuous
non-negative function9

� : [0; L]! R+; �(s) <
�s

b

one can �nd a at M�obius strip de�ned by � and a unit ruling � : [0; L] !
S2(1) such that

< T; �; _� >� 0

8s; j _�(s)j � �(s):
(30)

By Lemma 2.1 the �rst condition guarantees that the surface is at. This
�rst order ODE is equivalent to

< A�; _� >= 0(31)

where A is an antisymmetric matrix whose components satisfy

< A23;�A13; A12 >= _�:(32)

We can �nd a solution to ((16)) by solving the related ODE

_� = �A� ^ �(33)

where �(s) is some nonzero function, with the boundary conditions �(0) =
��(L): A general solution exists because the right hand side is lipschitz; in
fact 8s 2 [0; L] the norm of the operator v ! Av ^ v is kAk � 2: Collecting
our argument, we have the following

Lemma 4.6

9� is the constant in ((4)). All we need is some universal upper bound on _� independent

of the particular immersion; �(s) < C1
sin2(�(s))

b
for someC1 independent of � would suÆce.
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Given a �(s) parametrized by arclength on [0,L] one can always construct a
at strip isometric to [0; L]� [�b; b] with � as its spine. Moreover, if
the curvature satis�es ��(0) = 0, and there exists a solution to ((19))
satisfying �(0) = ��(L); then the strip is a mobius strip.

Of course, we must show that there indeed exists a solution satisfying the
anti-periodicity condition.

Singularities can occur at _� = 0 (viz. Lemma 2.2). Requiring that the
immersions �k be analytic would guarantee that the zeroes are isolated. The
second condition allows us to choose j _�j as small as necessary to provide
uniform bounds on the integrand of W [�]:

Our next step is to provide an upper estimate on W[I] in terms of some
positive power of kIk; with uniform constants. 10 In view of Lemma 2.2, we
observe that

� � u

�
� �(1 + cot(�)2) � C�

where C is some absolute constant depending only on the original domain
rectangle R:

Next we seek an upper bound on P (; b): Note that P (; b) is symmetric
in ; and is convex in  so that sup2(�a;a)P (; b) = P (a; b): So, in the
interval I;

2b � P (; b) � P (sup
I
; b)(35)

where

 �
_�

(sin(�)2)
� 1

�2
_�

so estimating P entails estimating _� = � @
@s
( �
�
): In fact, from equation ((22)),

k _�k � j _�j � 2j �
sin(�)j: . .

10Another approach is to expand the log term in (11) with respect to  �
_�

sin2(�) : We

obtain

W [I] =
R
I

�2

 sin4(�) ln(
1+b
1�b )ds

=
R
I

�2

 sin4(�)(2b + O(2))ds

= 2b
R
I

�2

sin4(�)
(1 + O())ds:

(34)
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Assuming an upper estimate on _�; we conclude that

W [I] � C
Z
I
�2ds:

where C is independent of the particular immersion.

Coupled with the arguments in section 2, we establish that the limit is a
smooth ruled surface. That it is a M�obius strip follows from the continuous
dependence of the frame on (variations of) the spine.

5 Classical calculus of variations.

To discover some geometric characterization of the canonical M�obius strip,
note that ((9)) depends only on the geometry of the spine � and the global
conditions ((3)). It may be useful to consider the variational problem of
minimizing W [I] on closed curves � : [0; L]! R3; subject to constraints

j _�j = 1
< T; � >= cos(�)

j�j = 1

< A�; _� >= 0

(36)

where A is the antisymmetric matrix de�ned in ((18)).
One may also compare this variational problem with the problem of �nd-

ing elastica of �xed length in space forms. Langer and Singer [Langer] have
classi�ed all such elastica and �nd, in particular, that in R3 the nonplanar
elastica, loops with � 6� 0; lie in tori of revolution. Motivated by physi-
cal models, one might seek minimizers close to the elastica with three-fold
symmetry.

6 Experimental methods for closed surfaces.

We apply the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation of the variational problem [Evans-
Spruck]. Take an initial surface represented as the zeroset of u(x) : fX :
u(X) = 0g. We wish to evolve in a normal direction with speed = f(curvature),
for all time.
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If we consider the family of surfaces represented by

(
Gt = fX : U(X; t) = 0g

U(X; 0) = u(X)
(37)

then taking the derivative with respect t:

rU:dX
dt

+
dU

dt
= 0(38)

for X in Gt

But since U � 0 on Gt, rU is normal to Gt.
Also, dX

dt
is precisely the motion of the surface Gt, so

dX

dt
= f(curvature of Gt)N(39)

where N is the unit normal to Gt.
(12) becomes

dU

dt
= �f jrU j

We have applied this scheme to evolving curves in the plane as well as
genus 0 and genus 1 surfaces in R3 by H and rW f lows. Evans and Spruck
have proven the existence of viscosity solutions to the mean curvature ow
past singularities. Unfortunately their methods do not appear to work for
the case of the Willmore ow. More recently however, Tatiana Toro [Toro]
has used methods of Gerhard Huisken to prove energy estimates which imply
short time existence for the Willmore ow. This, coupled with preliminary
work by Hsu, Kusner & Sullivan [Hsu], provide hope that an evolution scheme
might actually yield minima, given suitable initial data, of course.
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